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As part of the Biden administration’s most recent re�ulatory a�enda, the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA) proposes to implement a so-called “walk around” rule that

would allow union officials to accompany OSHA inspectors when they visit non-union

workplaces. This would be a bad idea at any time, but �iven the administration’s “whole of

�overnment” approach to promotin� unions, it threatens to undermine the credibility of OSHA’s

workplace safety efforts.

As a case study of why the rule would be so harmful to the a�ency’s credibility, consider what is

happenin� at Amazon.  Unions have lost elections at several Amazon facilities. In other facilities,

election results are bein� liti�ated. At the same time, OSHA has decided to team up with the U.S.

Attorney for the Southern District of New York to �o after the company. And just recently, Senator
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Bernie Sanders (I-VT) announced that the Senate HELP committee was launchin� an

“investi�ation” of Amazon’s workplace health and safety practices and has demanded that the

company produce reams of detailed information. The timin� is certainly interestin�.

If the walk-around rule were implemented, unions would use their access to try and di� up

further inuendo to feed into these types of investi�ations. More importantly, by appearin� in front

of workers alon�side OSHA, union officials would �ain valuable propa�anda points to

reinvi�orate their or�anizin� efforts. Overall, it would be clear to the business community that

OSHA was less interested in worker safety than in promotin� an or�anizin� campai�n that seems

to have stalled out.

And there’s plenty of evidence that many workers don’t desire union representation. Only 6% of

private sector workers are union members. Moreover, a 2022 Gallup survey, while showin� that

unions are popular in the abstract, found that nearly 60% of non-union workers had no interest in

joinin� a union with a mere 11% sayin� they were extremely interested.

It's no secret that unions have tar�eted Amazon. And it’s bad enou�h that the administration and

Senator Sanders seem to be doin� their part to promote that campai�n re�ardless of what

workers want.  But OSHA shouldn’t pile on with a flawed rule that will undermine its reputation

and discoura�e employers from cooperatin� with the a�ency.
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